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What Makes a Thing an Artifact?

Today, we’ll discuss:

• Issues and challenges

• Considerations

• Strategies

• Q&A and share examples



“That oughta be in a museum!”



Some Reasons for Donation Offer

• It’s old.
• It’s unique.
• It still works.
• It’s beautiful.
• It was my grandmother’s.
• I just hate to throw it away.
• I saw the same thing on Antique Roadshow.
• You guys take anything, right?
• You can sell it if you want.



Look Around and Think Forwardly



Get Ahead of Potential Issues

• First, why do we collect?  What do we (institutionally) truly value?

• Curator’s Choices…are difficult.

• Handout articulates reasons for collecting some artifacts.  It is not 
meant to provide rationalization to take any artifact.

• More recently, WHS has prioritized evidential and story values.



Get Ahead of Potential Issues

• Then, develop a collecting guide or refine existing 
guide/scope/policy.

• Provenance vs. type specimen

• Story vs. connoisseurship



Provenance vs. type specimen



Story vs. connoisseurship





Consider Local and Regional Identity



Encyclopedic vs. critical mass

• Comprehensive collecting is more the domain of the individual 
collector.

• But, scale matters as well.  It’s sliding.

• Consider critical mass instead.  Build on existing institutional 
strengths.  (You can perhaps borrow more for exhibition.)



The best acquisitions…

• …have multiple values.

• Documentary, interpretative, visually compelling, gateway to larger 
story, etc.



The Collecting ‘Calculus’

• Collecting mission/scope
+

• Limited resources
+

• Donor expectations



At Time of Offer or Pursuit
• Thanking 

• Communicating

• Educating

Have responses already thought out and ready to share.



Reasons to decline
• Doesn’t fit scope

• Not significant

• Redundant/duplicate

• Story doesn’t pan out

• Condition

• Explain why.  They deserve an explanation.



The Usual Suspects



Declination referrals

• Location of manufacture or origin

• Other enterprises that value authentic, historical artifacts
– Theater companies
– Retirement communities
– Themed restaurants and venues
– Wedding rental venues or businesses
– The marketplace



Pivot or redirect 



Other issues

• Frequent donors

• Persistent donors

• VIP donors



• It’s old.
• It’s unique.
• It’s beautiful.
• It still works.
• It was my grandmother’s.
• I just hate to throw it away.
• I saw the same thing on Antiques Roadshow.
• You guys take anything, right?
• You can sell it if you want.



Contact Information

Joseph.kapler@wisconsinhistory.org

608.263.3510

mailto:Joseph.kapler@wisconsinhistory.org
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